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Textile home decor 

our living spaces which need  Fabric is the ultimate cover for   

to combine functionality and meticulous design and impressive. 

fon, lace and how to combine them all to capitonnage, chif

create a masterpiece 

 

Lighting space 

which gives us the final touch to design a new  The right lightning at space is the one 

only.  light  space environment through  home. You can create a complete and perfect 

ce Lighting adorns the public and ourprivet spaces & give's us another unique experien

a different interpretation to the term "home is  that fits our personality whitch gives us 

my castle 

 

Planning and Design Furniture 

you  Planning and Design Furniture suitability space, professional lesson that will teach 

ed different materials to suit the spirit of the place and how to build furniture combin  

empower the environment within this walls 

 

Kitchen, cooking and place to be 

Our kitchen space is the center of the house and is a very important in the design 

you will discover how you can make room  his lesson process itself in terms of price. In t

, renew and refresh the overall appearance,   by the use of some innovative secret's 

.from the restaurant kitchen space itself proper lighting worktop and using essence  

 

erials the combination of color and The combination of color and mat 

 materials 

Material is that which creates the look of interesting space. Integrated creative thinking 

and empowering interesting materials create a unique space for us, sophisticated and 

  beautiful. 

of materials, we will remove the unnecessary things and understand Recognize the types 

once and for all what goes with what 

Are different which give a unique look to space itself. 

 

Styling home decor 

e a Meet the hottest trends for the 21 sensory .looking at the right angel & mak

tremendous different by dealing with the right Technique with the hottest trend. 

 it's all about you –Interesting and original combinations which leave no room for doubt   

Creative thinking and basic concepts in the design space 

t creativity is like a meal without seasoning. Design should be Structure design withou

interesting, spicy, angles, and lots of interesting materials that creates a creative 

thought. 

In this lesson we will learn the basic concepts of the world of home design world 

 

ecorStyling home d 

Meet the hottest trends for the 21 sensory .looking at the right angel & make a 

tremendous different by dealing with the right Technique with the hottest trend. 

 it's all about you –Interesting and original combinations which leave no room for doubt  
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Technical drawing and reading programs 

Reading program is like being professional designers  

As designers we need to recognize the program as a whole and 

know to see who & what stands on front of us. This lesson will 

d drafting plans to renew the structure contours at give us the tools for understanding an

eHom 

 

Design Private architectural apartments  

Now you can express your inner designer by learning to desigdifferent stricter, apartment 

apartments into an  etc'. You will master some architectural skills that will turn your

architectural master piece 

 

store design & Visual Merchandising 

There is currently high demand for Visual Merchandising & store designers.This unique 

 lesson brings you to the fascinating world of commercial design and gives youThe tools

and understanding to design commercial spaces and shop windows in a professional 

way. The visual merchandising world will never be the same after you will learn this 

ecours 

 

 

Design space by dividing private areas and public spaces 

prive, public, wet rooms, work etc' .The great  –some areas Our home is divided to 

ability is to design the house by creating a perfect pose for each room by its role. There 

are some ways to create each role by aproching to the room by its type. This lesson will 

u can turn each room to a living machineteach you how yo 

 

    

  

  


